Differential eddy current probes are commonly used to detect shallow surface cracks in conductive materials. In recent years, a growing number of research works on their numerical modelling was conducted since the development of analytical or semi-analytical models for such a sensor may be prone to intractable complications. In this paper finite element modelling (FEM) has been employed to simulate the interaction of a reflection differential split-D probe with surface electrical discharge machined (EDM) notches in 3-dimensional (3-D) half-space. In order to attain a better insight into the correct setup of the FEM parameters, a simple multi-turn cylindrical absolute coil has also been modelled. The outcome generated through the simulated scan of this absolute coil over a surface notch in aluminum is validated with existing experimental impedance data taken from the literature. Parameters contributing to reliable FEM simulation results, such as maximum mesh size, mesh distribution, the extent of the surrounding air domain and conductivity of the air are investigated for the 3-D modelling of both absolute and differential probes. This study shows that the simulation results on a commercial reflection differential split-D surface pencil probe closely estimate the experimental measurements of the probe's impedance variations as it scans three EDM notches having different depths in aluminum. The simulation results, generated by Comsol Multiphysics FEM package (COMSOL I, COMSOL multiphysics reference manual, version 5.3, COMSOL AB, 2018, www.comsol.com), for the cases of absolute and differential probes are checked for their extent of validity.
Introduction
The materials' structure in manufactured parts is almost never free of microscopic imperfections. Under specific loading and environmental conditions, these imperfections may grow and form critical discontinuities. For instance, the fatigue crack is a very common defect type that could be frequently found in components under cyclic loads. These defects may deleteriously affect the performance of components and industrial systems by reducing their expected lifetime. In-service non-destructive testing (NDT) of components and systems is crucial when these systems are directly related to human safety. As an instance, aerospace industry, among all the industries that employ NDT to assess the integrity of structures [1] [2] [3] [4] , is tightly connected to human safety. A wide variety of fatigue-induced flaws may exist in the aircraft components, which requires having periodical inspections in place [5, 6] . Depending on the nature and location of these flaws, proper NDT techniques should be assigned for in-service inspections. Eddy current testing (ECT) has been routinely employed in various industries as a well-established NDT technique applied to conductive materials. Recent signs of progress in ECT is readily found in thickness measurement of coatings or thin conductive sheet metals, evaluation of conductivity and permeability variations, detection of surface and near-surface breakings such as cracks [7] [8] [9] . This wide diversity of applications has demanded the development of different configurations for eddy current (EC) sensors tailored to specific inspection purposes [10] . In the aerospace industry, ECT is well-known for its superior inspection performance of bolt holes, lap joints, wheels and engine components [11] [12] [13] .
Absolute surface probes, with their simplest configuration (a single multi-turn circular coil), are typically conceived to operate at a frequency range of 100 Hz to 4 MHz. They may possess different shapes and sizes depending on the type of application. Low-frequency absolute surface probes (no more than 500 kHz) with relatively large footprint diameters are best suited to either evaluate thickness, permeability and conductivity of the components or detect near-surface defects and inhomogeneities since their lower operating frequencies imply higher penetration depths inside the material [9] . Reflection differential and bridge differential probes have more elaborated designs. These probe types are frequently employed to detect short and shallow surface breakings. Besides being virtually insensitive to gradual variations in the material's thickness, conductivity, and permeability, the reflection differential probes compensate for the unwanted effects of the probe's tilt or lift-off. Surface differential probes are commonly used in the form of an optimized reflection differential split-D configuration, which has a relatively small footprint because of the shape and stacking of its receiver coils.
Nowadays, the advanced electronics and computing systems facilitate the use of discretization approaches such as finite element method (FEM) on a regular basis in industries and universities. Although FEM may not be the best in terms of solving speed, several well-established commercial FEM software packages are currently conceived for a wide variety of problem classes with appropriate governing equations and solvers. In the present paper, Comsol is extensively used to model the interaction between eddy currents and geometrical discontinuities in aluminum.
Considering the advantages associated with the surface differential probes, a growing number of researchers focused on the modelling of this type of configuration. Most of the current works are devoted to numerical modelling and parametric studies of split-D differential probes since the experimental tests may be time-consuming and costly [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . For instance, in the work developed by Mooers et al. [15, 16] , the results obtained from two numerical software packages, namely VIC-3D and EC SIM, were compared with experimental measurements of a split-D probe. VIC-3D and EC SIM were employed again to conduct a parametric sweep on the dimensions of each constituting component of a split-D probe, and the influence of each parameter on the recorded signals was studied as the probe scanned a notch [17] . A model developed by Nakagawa et al. [19] for a split-D probe described the effect of electrical discharge machined (EDM) notch width on the probe's output signal, and simulation results were then validated with experimental tests. The primary objective in most of these modelling approaches is to reproduce the experimental results to the highest possible accuracy since a valid EC model can form the foundation of defect characterization (inversion), and reliability studies [22] [23] [24] [25] . Therefore, it is of high importance to conduct a proper validation study to assess the rigorousness of each EC model [14, 18, 26] . Rosell and Persson [20] reproduced the results of a numerical benchmark study called TEAM problem 8, which was established by the TEAM workshop [27] . They modelled a differential probe comprised of one driver and two circular receiver coils using Comsol. Despite their interesting results, the probe's dimensions were significantly larger than those of commercially available split-D probes, and the frequency investigated is much lower than the typical operating frequency of these probe types. Certainly, all those ideal considerations are key for providing a basis to validate a wide range of modelling efforts. However, they are not sufficiently robust for validating the models targeting the inspection of shallow fatigue cracks.
Unlike the previous studies where proprietary software and codes were employed to model the interaction of split-D probes with surface defects, the present study uses Comsol Multiphysics as a flexible and accessible modelling tool to optimize the model parameters for two different probes; a surface absolute coil and a split-D reflection probe, scanning over surface notches. In the first stage of this paper, a model for an absolute surface coil is prepared according to Burke's benchmark study in order to refine the modelling parameters using a simpler probe geometry [28] . Afterward, the realistic geometry of a split-D probe is modelled, and the inspection results are compared with measurements. To this end, the experimental setup used to validate numerical model is described in Sect. 2. It comprises a commercially available split-D differential probe scanning three notches with different depths in an aluminum calibration block. Then, in Sect. 3, the model for the absolute probe is presented and the results are compared against the reference values found in the literature [28] . The commercial split-D probe is modelled in Comsol in Sect. 4 where numerical simulations are carried out for all three reference notches in the aluminum calibration block and compared to the measurement data. Finally, the summary and conclusions are given in Sect. 5. The validated model for the split-D probe will be used to conduct a model-assisted probability of detection study and to provide training data sets for a fuzzy logic-based inversion algorithm [29] . For these very purposes, the validity of Comsol in the estimation of the split-D probe's output signals as it scans surface EDM notches is investigated systematically.
Impedance Measurement of a Commercial Split-D Coil
In order to verify Comsol Multiphysics potential in simulating the output response of a commercial split-D probe, a Nortec-500 flaw detector from Olympus NDT corporation along with a reflection differential split-D surface pencil probe are selected. The probe's bandwidth extends from 500 kHz to 3 MHz. The probe is connected to Nortec, and the probe's impedance is measured as it scans three distinct EDM reference notches engraved in an aluminum calibration block. Figure 1a and b give the details on the probe's tip, showing the driver coil, receiver coils inside the driver, surrounding ferrite shielding and D-shaped ferrite cores. Some features related to the probe's configuration and geometry such as number of turns for driver and receiver coils, the wire gauge for the coils, and the relative magnetic permeability of the ferrite cores and shielding were provided by manufacturer. The variations in the magnetic permeability of the ferrite cores due to the changing electromagnetic field of the probe is neglected, as the simulations suggest that the magnetic flux density within the cores is extremely small. the Measurements on the probe's 3-D model, reconstructed by a Nikon XTH 225 X-ray micro CT scan, and on the microscopic images are carried out to indicate the remaining dimensions of the probe constituents. Figure 1c shows a 2-D section of the 3-D model reconstructed from X-ray images for the probe's geometry. Table 1 summarizes all relevant information on the dimensions and material properties of the probe's constituents. The Nortec-500 flaw detector has a built-in screen to display the probe's differential impedance. However, the impedance measurements shown on the complex impedance plane of Nortec can only be recorded in terms of voltages through Nortec's analog output channels. For recording the data from these channels, a LabVIEW application together with a data acquisition card are used. Therefore, the voltage signals, respectively given by the horizontal and the vertical position of the probe impedance on the detector screen, are used to verify the accuracy of shape, phase, and amplitude of the simulated signals in Comsol.
A 95 mm long × 35 mm wide × 5 mm high calibration 7075-T6 aluminum block containing three 0.18 mm-wide EDM notches with different depths (namely, 0.188 mm, 0.503 mm and 1.008 mm) is used throughout the scan measurements. These notches extend throughout the width of the aluminum block, so their lengths correspond to 35 mm implying they are much longer than the probe's footprint. The conductivity of this aluminum block is measured as 19.7 MS/m using the Nortec 500 flaw detector itself and a dedicated conductivity probe. For the experimental setup, the split-D probe is clamped inside an alignment device. The aluminum block sits on a motorized X-Y table allowing micrometric translations along each axis. Initially, the horizontal and vertical gains of the Nortec-500 flaw detector are equally adjusted, and a 6 V-driving voltage is applied to the probe. With Nortec, it is important to keep the same impedance plane rotation angle during all scans in order to be able to draw comparisons between simulation results and experimental measurements. In this case, the angle of zero degrees is selected. In order to introduce an initial lift-off to the probe, the probe's tip is placed on the aluminum block, and then the probe's lift-off is varied using a micrometric Z-stage in a manner to have a small lift-off of 30 ± 10 μm. It is notable that the probe's lift-off is only set once at the scan's start point and the error in lift-off adjustment is dictated the limited precision of the micrometric knob on the Z-stage. Each notch is scanned five times and each time, the lift-off is reset to 30 ± 10 μm in order to include the lift-off adjustment errors. This procedure is essential since the lift-off calibration can vary slightly from one scan to another. In addition, the rotation of the probe is finely adjusted in order to set the separation surface of the D-cores parallel to the notch axis. Although it is known that achieving a perfect alignment for the probe's rotation is not possible, but according to a study on angular variations of a split-D probe by Mooers and Aldrin, small angular rotations of the probe between − 10 and 10 degrees does not affect either shape or the amplitude of the probe's signal [30] . The perpendicularity of the probe with respect to the aluminum block's surface has been verified by scanning a surface notch. The system's alignment was confirmed by a fairly symmetric 8-shaped signal with positive and negative peaks of almost equal magnitudes. Notches are scanned by moving the center of the probe's tip from − 2 to + 2 mm with respect to the notch centerline. The data is recorded in steps of 50 μm along the scanning path. Figure 2a and b illustrate the experimental setup and the probe's scan direction with respect to a single notch, respectively.
Refinement of Finite Element Modelling Parameters Using an Absolute Coil
The optimized EC system modelling parameters in Comsol are discussed in this section so as to reproduce experimental data provided in Burke's experiment [28] . Burke presented the impedance variation measurements of an air-cored absolute coil scanning over a rectangular notch in an aluminum plate. The detailed description of the setup, geometries, and dimensions can be found in the original work [28] . The axisymmetric nature of an eddy current absolute coil's geometry allows one to build a two dimensional (2-D)-axisymmetric model when the coil is either in air or located over an un-defective conductor. However, the geometry is no longer axisymmetric as soon as a notch introduced onto the conductor's surface. Consequently, Burke's experimental arrangement needs to be modelled in 3-D. Nonetheless, because the coil is always centered on the notch axis, the problem is symmetric with respect to a plane perpendicular to the conductor's surface and passing through the notch's centerline. The full-scale geometry of the Burke's setup model could thus be cut in half using this plane of symmetry. The overall half 3-D model created in Comsol is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The model comprises an aluminum block with a rectangular surface notch located in the middle of the block's surface, Fig. 3 The half 3-D model developed in Comsol to reproduce the results presented in [34] for an absolute coil EC probe. A circular coil, a defective aluminum plate, and the encompassing air domain are shown a hollow cylindrical conductor representing a coil and a rectangular prism domain encompassing all the components. All the dimensions used in this model are taken from [28] , except for the sizes of the aluminum block and the air domain, which are set to minimize the runtime of the finite element (FE) solver. The material properties of aluminum, as taken from [28] , is assigned to the defective block. The properties of the air have been assigned to the air domain surrounding the coil and the conductor block.
A hollow cylindrical conductor is defined with the multiturn coil domain feature of Comsol. This enables one to specify coil's properties such as the number of turns, as well as the conductivity and the gauge of the wire. The multi-turn coil domain feature of Comsol is useful when modelling the inductors with a highly compact number of coil turns at low operating frequencies. In this case, it is possible to assume the current density is distributed uniformly over the coil's cross-section. The coil is excited by an alternating current I with the magnitude of 1 A, and the current density of a circular multi-turn coil domain is calculated through
where N is the number of windings, and S is the crosssectional area of the cylindrical object to which the coil domain has been assigned to.
It is worthwhile to mention that, according to Burke's study, the scan direction is parallel to the notch's length. So, to simulate this scan, the absolute coil is moved over a 20 mm range along the notch's centerline. The corresponding coil impedance is computed for each displacement step of 2.5 mm starting at the center of the notch.
Governing Electromagnetic Equations
The "Magnetic Field Physics" package in Comsol is selected for FE simulations. The governing equation for the magnetic field interface is based on the time-harmonic MaxwellAmpere's law [31] .
where μ is the magnetic permeability, σ stands for electrical conductivity, A is the magnetic vector potential, ε is the electrical permittivity, ω is the angular frequency and J e is externally applied current density. Comsol solves Eq. (2) in the frequency domain.
In the low-frequency regime, where the electromagnetic wavelength is much greater than the size of the system, it is possible to assume that the quasi-static form of Maxwell's equations can be used (σ >> ω ε). Although in such a case, the displacement current term (∂ D/∂t) is generally excluded from the calculations, the equation embedded in the magnetic field package of Comsol takes it into account without introducing any additional computational cost.
The Extent of the Simulation Domain
Generating an unbounded or infinitely extended air domain in FE simulations has been a long-standing problem for many physics packets. It is beneficial, in terms of resources and execution time, to truncate such a domain to an extent in which the simulation results remain reliable. Fortunately, in eddy current problems, the region of practical interest can be limited to a bounded domain large enough to capture a reasonable amount of the coil's electromagnetic field. Air domain truncation should be done carefully, so to prevent the edge effects spoil the final results. To this end, the fields are initially solved according to a 2-D-axisymmetric model for a large 500 mm × 500 mm × 12 mm un-defective block surrounded by a 600 mm × 600 mm × 600 mm air domain. Figure 4 shows the contour plots of the ϕ component of the magnetic vector potential A projected on the r-z plane passing through the center of the coil, where ϕ, r and z are the components of a cylindrical coordinate system. The air domain is then truncated around the region where the intensity of the magnetic vector potential drops to 0.1% of its maximum value. The width and length of the conductive block domain are also shortened with respect to the truncated size of the air domain such that each of the block's lateral faces is 10 mm apart from the nearest wall of the air domain. A new simulation is performed with this truncated model and the results do not reveal any changes in the field distribution. This shows no edge effects are introduced by truncating the model's domains. It shall be noted that the changes in the distribution of the electromagnetic fields caused by the presence of a notch just occur locally around the notch itself. Hence, it is safe to assume that the field distribution at the boundaries of the air domain remains unchanged after introducing the notch. The truncated domain can, therefore, be used for further simulations of this absolute coil model.
Mesh Assignment
A sound understanding of the impact caused by each FE parameter on the model is critical for attaining accurate simulation results. The mesh sizes (i.e. the density of finite elements) as well as the distribution of these elements within the model are certainly two of them. Mesh is a geometrical dependent feature. One should consider the physics used and the dimensions of the domain while generating the elements within each domain. It is also important to have a satisfactory resolution for the solved fields, which is fully dictated by the element's type and size.
In the current problem, the aluminum block is partitioned using a cylindrical surface in order to create a more con- . 4 Contour of the ϕ component of the magnetic vector potential A given by a 2-D-axisymmetric model of an absolute coil located over an extremely large (500 mm × 500 mm × 12 mm) un-defective sample. r and z values are in mm. According to [28] , simulation is performed with an operating frequency of 900 Hz centrated mesh underneath the coil. The diameter of the partitioned region is twice the diameter of the coil. This cylindrical region in the aluminum block moves together with the coil at each displacement step so as to always maintain the concentrated mesh underneath the coil. Because of the skin effect, eddy currents are almost completely contained within the first three standard penetration depth (δ) as defined by
Therefore, resolving the induced currents within their first three standard penetration depth is crucial for obtaining the correct values of the coil's complex impedance. The standard penetration depth for the aluminum block is equal to 3.04 mm, as reported by Burke [28] . Initially a boundary mesh composed of 6 equal layers of second-order tetrahedral elements has been generated for this region within the aluminum block. Later, the number of layers has been optimized according to the sensitivity of the simulated signals to this parameter. Apart from these critical regions, free tetrahedral meshes have been created in the rest of the model's geometry including the coil domain.
In order to get accurate simulation results in the shortest computational time, a sensitivity study is performed with respect to mesh size. For this study, the mesh is generated manually for each simulation step in order to have better control over its distribution within different regions. The sensitivity of the simulation results in terms of mesh sizes is studied in two stages. First, the number of boundary layer meshes is kept at a constant value (six across the 3δ depth within the aluminum block) while the maximum element to the coil thickness (6 mm) ratio is changed (i.e., the element's size in the coil and aluminum block domains is refined in 3 steps). The computed impedance data are then compared to Burke's measurements [28] . In each step, regardless of the total number of elements, the mesh sizes in the coil and aluminum block domains are equally scaled such that the corresponding maximum size ratio remains constant. This approach enables to keep the mesh quality within an acceptable level and avoid the adverse influence of low element quality in the solution. In the second stage of this study, the best maximum element size to the coil's thickness ratio (S/T) obtained previously is applied to all domains and kept constant. The purpose of introducing the ratio is to relate the element size to the probe's physical geometry since the two different absolute and differential configurations are investigated in the study, where the coil geometry can vary significantly from one configuration to another. Then, the number of boundary layer meshes is varied from 1 to 3 per δ depth within the aluminum block. It is noteworthy that for mesh sensitivity studies the conductivity of air is set to 1 S/m. Figure 5a and b show the variations of the coil's resistance and inductive reactance for different S/T values as the coil scans the aluminum block containing a notch, respectively. Resistance and inductive reactance values are normalized by the impedance measurements of Burke in these figures [28] . In the normalization process, at each scanning position, the coil's inductive reactance and resistance measured by Burke are subtracted from the estimated values by simulations, and the results are divided by the maximum variations of the reported impedance measurements. Looking at the resistive part of impedance presented in Fig. 5a , R Comsol is associated with the calculated probe's resistance at each position. This value is subtracted by the measured resistance ( R Burke ) at the same scan position. Finally, the subtraction results for all scan positions were divided by the maximum impedance value measured by Burke (i.e. Z Burke_1 − Z Burke_2 ). The point of this normalization scheme is to subtract the measured impedance values, provided by Burke, from our computed impedance values, and report the difference (i.e. error in simulation) in percentage. This normalization strategy also allows examining the convergence of the solver as different S/T ratios are selected. For better understanding, the coil scanning positions rela- Fig. 5 Effect of maximum element size to coil's thickness ratio (S/T) on the normalized computed absolute coil's a resistance and b inductive reactance as it scans an aluminum block containing a notch, c schematic of the coil position with respect to the notch location. Results are normalized by the magnitude of impedance variation in Burke's measurements [28] tive to the notch are shown schematically for 5 different coil displacements in Fig. 5c . According to Fig. 5a , changing the S/T ratio from 0.23 to 0.33 does not introduce any significant change in the resistive part of the impedance and, regardless of the scan position, the error always remains below 2%. However, the solver becomes unstable for an S/T ratio of 0.66 resulting in unreliable resistance values for the coil. This means that S/T ratio needs to be small enough to capture the resistive losses caused by eddy currents inside the conductor. On the other hand, the error connected to the coil's inductive reactance has the same values for S/T ratios of 0.33 and 0.66 position wise. Furthermore, as the S/T ratio is further reduced to 0.23, the inductive error is decreased by only 0.5%. Although impedance estimations with the lowest level of error are achieved through meshing the block with the smallest S/T of 0.23, such a parameter increases the computational expenses unreasonably. Therefore, to avoid lengthy computational time, a S/T ratio of 0.33 is selected knowing that the solver converges to consistent impedance estimations. Figure 6a and b depict the variations of the normalized coil's resistance and inductive reactance as a function of the coil's position for three different numbers of boundary layer meshes. The normalization scheme is similar to the one used in the previous case. As it can be observed in Fig. 6a , the coil's resistance is underestimated up to the scan position of 10 mm. This error is larger for 3 boundary layers as compared to the one obtained by 6 and 9 boundary layers. The estimation error becomes positive for the remaining probe positions where 6 boundary element layers provide the best estimation. In Fig. 6b , computed inductive reactance values are overestimated at all scan positions, which is similar to the behavior seen in the previous sensitivity study. It is evident from the figure that using 6 and 9 boundary layers in the model result in very close computed values at each scan position. This suggests the solver already converges with 6 boundary layers and that applying additional boundary layers would undoubtedly result in an undesired increase of the computational time. Accordingly, 6 boundary layered elements should be sufficient across the first 3δ depth. The total number of elements used in the model can vary between 400,000 to 800,000, approximately, depending on the number of boundary layers defined in the sample. Solving such a model for one scanning position in a direct frequency-domain study of Comsol, takes from 15 to 40 min when using a desktop personal computer (PC) configured with an Intel© Core i7 processor with base frequency of 2.60 GHz, and a double data rate 3 (DDR3)-32 Gigabytes (GB) of random access memory (RAM).
Fig. 6
Effect of the number of boundary layers applied in the first three eddy current penetration depths on the normalized computed absolute coil's a resistance and b inductive reactance as the coil scans an aluminum block containing a notch. Results are normalized by the magnitude of impedance variation in Burke's measurements [28] 
Computed Impedance with the Optimized Model Parameters
The optimized simulation parameters are applied to the model, as concluded from the previous sensitivity studies. Subsequently, the estimated values for the resistive and the inductive parts of the impedance are superimposed on Burke's measurements in Fig. 7a and b, respectively. Although Fig. 7 shows a quite good fit with experimental data, a small discrepancy between the calculated and the measured impedance components is observed at each scan position. The computed inductive reactance is always at least 1.5% higher than the measured values, regardless of the parameters in use. A deeper investigation into the model indicates that the reference edge specified within the circular coil's model, which determines the direction of current flow in a relatively thick-sectioned coil, can affect the computed coil's impedance. Based on the instructions provided by Comsol for modelling 3-D coils [32] , choosing a closed-loop running through the middle of the circular coil's thickness is expected to provide the best-computed impedance values. In an attempt to improve the accuracy of the model, the effect of [28] the position of the reference edge would thus require further investigation. Fortunately, this issue is not a concern in the modelling of split-D probes, where the coils' cross-sections are far thinner (i.e., one or two layers of AWG 42 wires). Additionally, they are modelled through numeric multi-turn coil domains instead of circular multi-turn coil domains. In such a modelling tool, there is no need to specify reference edges since the direction of the current is determined by defining an additional step within the solver.
FEM Analysis of a Split-D Differential Coil
A half 3-D CAD model for a differential probe is developed in Comsol based on the probe's dimensions presented in Table 1 . Magnetic insulation boundary condition within AC/DC module is assigned to the plane of symmetry of the half model in order to effectively consider the missing half of the problem in modelling. Instead of generating a complex CAD model for the coils including all coil turns and the corresponding geometrical complications such as winding angles and separations, three solid domains are generated for the coils, and the multi-turn coil domain within Comsol is assigned to each of them. Two solid geometries are created Fig. 8 A schematic of the probe's circuit consisting of an alternating voltage source that is used for exciting a driver coil, and the two receiver coils in which a voltage is induced by the driver coil. The differential voltage across these receiver coils is measured during the scan for the cores by cutting a cylinder in half across its diameter. A hollow cylinder is also created for the probe's shielding, and all the components are assembled properly respecting the dimensions of the commercial split-D probe. A very small 0.03 mm lift-off is introduced to the probe's model according to the experimental setup. Unlike the scan path used in the experimental tests (− 2 mm to + 2 mm), it is optimized for simulations to shorten the time of the solver. Therefore, simulations are performed in the range of 0 to 1.3 mm (i.e., starting from a position where the center of the coil is aligned with the notch's centerline, and ending at a position where the coil is 1.3 mm away from the notch's centerline). The complete impedance signal is supposed to be a perfect mirror image of the signal so obtained, resulting in the distinctive 8-shaped signal. Usually, the simulations at 0.1 mm steps along the scanning path are carried out altogether in a single run. In a few cases, however, due to the complexity of the mesh structure, each 0.1 mm scanning step is treated individually.
A 6 V, 500 kHz alternating voltage is applied to the driver coil and both receiver coils are considered open (no current flow through them) as demonstrated in Fig. 8 . At every scanning step, the voltage across each of the two receiver coils is obtained (V R1 and V R2 ). As given by Eq. 4, the differential impedance of the probe ( Z) can be expressed as the difference of voltages V R1 and V R2 divided by the current flowing in the driver coil (I D ).
Z represents the variation of the probe impedance with respect to the one obtained in sound areas of the sample since the differential voltage for an un-defective block is extremely small (theoretically zero).
The Nortec-500 flaw detector, the equipment used to experimentally acquire impedance data in the current work, provides relative impedance values rather than absolute ones. Therefore, in order to enable a comparison between simulated and measured impedances, data conversion procedure is required. As previously mentioned, the relative probe impedance, which is displayed on the Nortec screen as a moving dot, is collected through the acquisition of two voltage signals (V H and V V ), which are respectively proportional to the horizontal and the vertical positions of the dot on the screen. These two voltages are first subtracted by the horizontal and vertical components of the nulled impedance locus (i.e. V H0 and V V0 ), which normally falls on the origin of the impedance plane, and then combined into a complex phasor given by.
and
Comparison between measured V N ortec and simulated Z shows that with the horizontal and vertical gains set to 56 dB on Nortec system, V N ortec shall be systematically multiplied by 0.0016 and phase-shifted by 22 degrees clockwise to get a gain compensated V 2 , which is the value that can be compared to the corresponding computed impedance ( Z). The value 0.0016 is deduced from the following relationship
This phase shift is also believed to be due to the Nortec amplification circuitry that could introduce a gain and a frequency-dependent phase shift in the displayed signal.
Following the same development described in Sect. 3 for the modelling of the absolute coil, a sensitivity analysis is carried out for the case of the split-D differential probe to understand how the changes in the model's parameters affect the simulation results.
The Extent of the Simulation Domain
The effective probe footprint may vary depending on the probe lift-off, the operating frequency, the probe shielding, the coils' geometry, and their configuration. Accordingly, the truncation sizes of the air and aluminum block domains, as deduced in Sect. 3, are no longer applicable to the case of the split-D probe since the operating frequency is significantly higher and the probe geometry much smaller. However, the air and aluminum block domains are still truncated following the same strategy based on the magnitude of the magnetic vector potential in order to reduce the computation time. Figure 9 illustrates the contour map of the magnetic field potential component perpendicular to the symmetry plane at 500 kHz along with the model's initial mesh distribution. The outermost contour shows the region at which the amplitude of vector potential reduces to approximately one-thousandth of its maximum value. Consequently, the air domain can be truncated up to twice the size of the shielding diameter as the vector potential field is concentrated inside the shielding.
Mesh Size
Following the methodology used in Sect. 3.3, the maximum element size in the aluminum block domain to driver coil thickness ratio (i.e. S/T ratio) is changed in 4 steps while the element size of other domains is scaled proportionally. The thickness of the driver coil for the split-D probe is 0.32 mm considering the wire diameter and its stacking order in the coil. Worth to mention that an air conductivity value of 1 S/m is used for these simulations and the standard penetration depth in aluminum block is 0.16 S/m. Figures 10 and 11 show the variations of the real and imaginary parts of the normalized probe's impedance scanning over the 0.188 mm and the 1.008 mm deep notches, respectively. These figures are plotted for 4 different S/T values. The same normalization scheme used in Sect. 3 is applied here however, the curves are normalized by the impedance measurements of the notches using the split-D probe. The figures show that imaginary and real parts of the computed impedance converge as the ratio of 1.87 is used in the model. In order to leave some room for higher resolution results, the ratio of 1.25 will be used for this probe model in the following simulations. Given the ratio selected here, the model consists of approximately 900,000 s order elements. It takes the solver about 45 min to process each scan step of the simulation using the PC configurations mentioned earlier.
Simulation Results and Discussion
The response of the split-D probe is here investigated numerically and experimentally as it scans three EDM notches of different depths in an aluminum block. Imaginary and real parts of the differential probe impedance are measured and numerically calculated. These values are plotted together, on an impedance plane, in Fig. 12 for 1 .008 mm, 0.503 mm, and 0.188 mm deep notches. All the three impedance planes of Referring to Figs. 13 it is observed that the shape of simulated and measured signals is in good agreement for all the notches. The most significant discrepancy appears in the imaginary component of the impedance. From Fig. 10 (the shallowest notch), it could be seen that the imaginary part is underestimated by 6% at a probe position of about 0.5 mm. This discrepancy in the imaginary part of the probe impedance is reflected in the signal peak of the simulated complex impedance loops in Fig. 12c . Moreover, referring to Fig. 11 (the deepest notch) the signal is underestimated by 4% at the scan position of 0.8 mm. This deviation of simulation form measurement appears as a widening of the Fig. 12a . Otherwise, most of the simulated impedance values are contained within the measurement error. To derive the error, each of these notches is scanned 5 times using the split-D probe and the impedance variations in each scan are recorded. Afterward, the mean value and the standard deviation (σ ) of the 5 impedance measurements are calculated for each notch. Accordingly, the measurement error is presented by ±σ at each probe's position.
Discrepancies between simulated and measured impedances are believed to be related to the deviation of the geometry of the manufactured notches from the ideal simulated ones (rectangular slot). In an EDM process, thin electrodes are used to erode narrow surface notches. As the notch gets deeper, the electrode's lateral faces may further remove metal from the notch walls. Consequently, the resulting notch is wider in the vicinity of its opening than at its tip. This nonuniformity grows by increasing the nominal depth of a notch. Correspondingly, referring to Fig. 12 , we find that the largest discrepancy in the width of the complex impedance loops is occurring with the deepest notch. Dimensions and properties of the probe components used in the model could also contribute to the observed discrepancies. In addition, the sensitivity of the probe's signal to geometrical imperfections grows significantly as the notch gets shallower. Hence, the largest discrepancy between simulations and measurements is observed for the shallowest notch.
The desired precision level for each feature of a signal, such as amplitude, phase, and shape, is strongly application oriented. For instance, in order to have a good estimation of the crack characteristics in inversion approaches, the crack signals shall be accurately reproduced using modelling. However, the importance of signal shape and phase is undoubtedly less in reliability studies (POD studies) where the signal amplitude is the primary influential factor [33, 34] . Nonetheless, results reported in this work confirm that Comsol model can reasonably predict probe impedance variations (in shape and amplitude) as it is scanned across a notch.
The use of such a model could also help to properly design a specific probe as the impact of design parameters on probe performances could be accurately simulated. Indeed, in addition to probe impedance, magnetic and electric vector fields could be displayed to understand the probe behavior. As an example of this, Fig. 13 shows the surface distribution, using the vector field representation, for the z and x components of J in (induced current density) in the vicinity of 0.188 mm deep notch for three different probe positions over this notch. Moreover, the surface distribution for the y and x components of H (magnetic field intensity) is depicted beneath these figures as well. As demonstrated, the surface current density is significantly perturbed at the scan positions of 0 mm and 0.6 mm. At the scan position of 0 mm, the perturbation is seen by both of the receiver coils equally. However, the notch and its corresponding perturbation zone are directly located underneath one of the receiver coils at the scan position of 0.6 mm. This results in the maximum amplitude of the differential impedance of the receiver coils for the shallowest notch.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, a model-based study of an absolute probe and a split-D reflection differential surface probe is performed using Comsol Multiphysics. The half 3-D model of the absolute coil is generated, and the numerical simulations are carried out for the scan of a rectangular notch located on the surface of an aluminum block as per Burke's benchmark problem [34] . In an attempt to obtain reliable results, sensitivity to model mesh size has been studied. Simulations revealed that the optimum mesh parameter is to use 6 boundary layer meshes across the first three penetration depths in the conductor block, with a maximum element size to coil's thickness ratio (S/T) of 0.33. Based on these parameters, a quite good agreement is achieved between the numerical results and the benchmark measurements [34] . In fact, the error on the estimation of the coil's resistance is less than 2% of the impedance variation range. This error is found to be less than 4% for the coil's inductive part. It has also been noted that the coil's inductive reactance was always overestimated by the model (by at least 1.5%) most likely because of a parameter used to define the direction of current flow in a relatively thick-sectioned coil.
Taking advantage of the knowledge acquired from the Comsol simulation of the absolute probe, a half 3-D model of a commercial split-D reflection differential surface probe has been investigated as well. Similar to the previous case, a sensitivity study to the element size has been carried out. For this smaller probe operating at a much higher frequency (500 kHz), a S/T ratio of 1.87 has been found to be optimum. Again, 6 boundary layer meshes across the first three penetration depths in the conductor block have been used. Based on these parameters, the computed impedance values closely match the measurements. Only a slight widening of the simulated complex impedance loops has been observed. This minor discrepancy is believed to be due to non-ideal notch geometry in the measurements. The other factors contributing to this error could be inaccuracies in dimensioning of the probe constituents and or in properties of the numerical probe model.
The present work aimed to explore the potential of Comsol Multiphysics to accurately estimate a split-D probe impedance while it scans surface cracks. Results obtained herein seem to confirm that signal amplitude could be simulated to a level of accuracy that should be sufficient for the probability of detection studies. However, if the goal is to characterize the crack depth and shape through a fuzzy logic inversion algorithm, accuracy of the model outputs shall be further improved. To do so, information about probe's material and geometrical parameters needs to be better defined. This aim will be pursued in future investigations.
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